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ABSTRACT 

An important, but resource demanding step in analyzing 

observations from usability evaluations is to consolidate 

usability problems (UPs) that were identified by several 

evaluators into one master list. An open question is whether 

consolidating UPs in pairs is cost-effective. A within-

subject study examined if evaluators merge UPs differently 

when working in pairs than individually and what motivates 

their decisions. Eight novice evaluators took part. The 

number of discarded, retained and merged UPs, evaluators’ 

confidence and severity of UPs in the two settings were 

measured. The results showed that UPs merged or 

discarded in the collaborative setting would rather be 

retained in the individual setting. Participants increased 

confidence and UP severity in the collaborative setting but 

decreased UP severity and confidence in the individual 

setting.  
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INTRODUCTION 

An important, but resource demanding step in analyzing 

observations from usability evaluations is to consolidate 

usability problems (UPs) that were identified by several 

evaluators into one master list. When conducting usability 

evaluations an evaluator needs to extract a list of UPs from 

observations collected from each user. For each user, the 

evaluator needs to search for duplicates and filter them out. 

When all the user lists are ready, the evaluator or evaluators 

need to merge them into one.  

Several methods have been suggested to generate output 

from usability evaluations in less time but with the same or 

better quality than traditional usability methods such as user 

testing. Instruments have included involving software 

developers and end users with minimum training [4], 

performing instant data analysis [13] and applying discount 

video data analysis [19].  

For decades social scientists have studied group 

performance and interaction to understand if people make 

different decisions individually or in groups. Sauer et al. 

have referred to the theory as behavioral theory of group 

performance [16]. The studies, which are either within-

subject or between-subject experiments, usually comprise 

two stages. In the first one individuals perform some task, 

make an assessment or a decision based on the material 

given to them. During the second stage, individuals meet in 

dyads or in groups to share information and repeat the task 

from the first stage. In research on team work, one of the 

questions is if working in groups is more effective than 

working individually [5, 6, 16, 18]. For example, the issue 

has been investigated by researching how team members 

with different power and control categorize concepts [6, 18] 

and by surveying the effect of team size, training and 

expertise when detecting software defects [16]. A 

noteworthy study was conducted by Heath and Gonzalez 

[7], who found that interactions increased people’s 

confidence in their decisions about sports predictions, but 

was not supported by increased accuracy. Consistent with 

this finding Schuldt et al. [17] found that dyads were more 

confident in making decisions on tasks (i.e. deciding if 

statements are true or false) than individuals but that the 

pattern varied according to the confidence types of the 

dyads, i.e. low confidence individuals, high confidence 

individuals or mixture of low and high confidence 

individuals [17]. 

Hertzum et al. [9] reported a within-subject study of eleven 

participants where evaluators individually extracted UPs 

and then met in a group of three. The results showed that 

evaluators viewed the group work as multiple evidence in 

support of the same UPs and that the group work increased 

evaluators’ confidence. To further study group evaluation, 

Hertzum et al. [10] studied how four groups of four or five 

evaluators merged UPs of critical severity, UPs of serious 

severity and bugs that they had extracted individually. The 

results showed that there was a substantial difference in 

which UPs were extracted between members of the group. 

A second result was that from the individual UP extraction 
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until the merging by group, 17% of the issues were 

discarded from the list of UPs and the severity of another 

34% of the UPs were decreased from critical, serious or 

bugs to minor severity. The recommendation made as a 

consequence of this result was to have groups consolidate 

severity of UPs.   

An open question is whether merging UPs and assessment 

of their severity in pairs is worth the additional resources. 

In the area of user interface evaluation, research studies 

have been conducted on the effectiveness of working in 

groups vs. individually. Law and Hvannberg [14] reported 

on a within-subject study comparing how individual 

novices merged UPs to novices collaborating in pairs. The 

main results of that study was that novices tended to merge 

more UPs when collaborating compared with working 

individually and that the severity of the UPs tended to 

increase in the collaborative setting. In comparison to 

problem extraction, the severity of merged UPs increased as 

a result of the activities individual filtering and 

collaborative merging. Similar results were found for 

participants’ assessment of confidence in their rating a 

problem as a UP. While these results of severity rating were 

contrary to the results of Hertzum et al. [10] who found in a 

within-subject study that the UP severity tended to be rated 

lower in groups, they harmonized with the previous results 

that individuals in a group increased their confidence [7]. 

Hertzum and Jacobsen [8] gave an overview of studies on 

evaluators’ agreement on severity and found that their 

agreement varied from 20% to 28%, and that evaluators’ 

agreement on a variety of characteristics varied from 5%-

65%. Therefore, Hertzum and Jacobsen [8] suggested that 

an extra evaluator resource might improve the reliability of 

the results. The variability in severity ratings has been 

confirmed in a more recent study [10]. In a within-subject 

study, Brajnik, et al. [3] compared novices reviewing 

conformance to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 

individually to novices working in pairs. The results 

showed that groups were better in identifying all the true 

UPs, but given some tolerance (11% in a validity measure 

that includes correctness and sensitivity), then the overall 

effectiveness of individuals were as good as pairs. Thus, the 

improved accuracy of groups in the study of Brajnik, et al. 

[3] was inconsistent with that of Heath and Gonzalez [7]. 

From the above reviews we observe that the results are 

contradictory at least in some aspects. Furthermore, none of 

these studies have attempted to find relationships between 

severity and confidence vs. evaluators’ decision to discard, 

retain or merge a UP during the merging process.  

Motivated by the need to understand processes of merging, 

the following four questions were posed. We hoped to 

understand if evaluators merge UPs differently in pairs 

compared to when working individually:  

R1: Do evaluators filter or merge more UPs in a 

collaborative setting than when working individually?  

R2: Do evaluators become more confident in their decisions 

in a collaborative setting compared to working 

individually? Do evaluators increase the severity of UPs in 

a collaborative setting compared to when working 

individually? 

R3: Are there relationships between severity of a UP and 

evaluator’s confidence of their decision regarding a UP 

before and after problem consolidation? 

R4: Can severity or confidence predict whether a UP is 

merged, discarded or retained? 

The study was carried out by asking participants to merge 

UPs individually and collaboratively. This study is a 

replication of that reported in Law and Hvannberg [14] with 

an additional research question R4.  

RESEARCH STUDY  

Research protocol 

For the study, eight participants were recruited among 

bachelor and masters students of computer science and 

software engineering. They all had at least one course in 

human computer interaction, including skills on design, 

design guidelines and usability evaluation. Initially, we 

recruited ten participants, but two of them could not finish 

the study. The number of participants was on the low end 

but it was a within-subject study. The participants were 

novices from a homogenous group, diminishing the need 

for a large number of participants. Furthermore, as is 

customary in analysis of such studies the UPs extracted 

were the units of study and some of the statistical tests were 

significant. When Lewis [15] explained the cost 

effectiveness and different expected results in having many 

vs. few participants, he noted that e.g. Bailey [1] had eight 

participants in a between-subject study where he compared 

three different groups that used three different prototypes 

and received significant results. 

Prior to this study, a usability evaluation was conducted on 

a Learning Management System (LMS), using the think-

aloud protocol. In each of these usability sessions, users 

were asked to carry out two tasks: Browsing a catalogue of 

learning resources and Providing a learning resource. As an 

output of that protocol, with two users carrying out two 

tasks each, four text documents and screen capturing videos 

from the sessions resulted. These materials were given to 

participants of this study. This procedure may seem 

artificial to usability work, but since participants extracted 

the problems themselves based on the text protocol and 

videos, they did get a good idea of the context. A similar 

protocol was used by [11] and [10] where participants 

extracted problems from three and five video files 

respectively. This design was chosen in the original study 

[7] to minimize bias.   

After a pre-study training meeting on usability evaluation 

and familiarization of the system under evaluation, 

participants were asked to attend twice with one week apart. 



The main study comprised three sessions. In the first one, 

participants worked individually and extracted problems 

from the text and videos given to them. Participants were 

given a list of six criteria [12] which they used to help them 

determine if an issue was indeed a UP. From the protocol:  

A user aims to achieve a sub-goal of a given task; he/she 

articulates the intention or is interpreted to have it through his/her 

action), but he/she: C1: cannot continue without external help.C2: 

tries several things and then explicitly gives up.C3: fails to 

achieve it or gets a wrong output.C4: commits an error that makes 

him/her pause for thought before he/she can continue (i.e. the 

duration of the pause is an indicator of problem severity).C5: 

expresses frustration, anger or surprises.C6: makes some negative 

comments on an interface element or proposes a design 

alternative. 

They were asked to rate the UPs’ severity (minor, 

moderate, severe) and their own confidence (five points, 

from very low to very high) in their decision to extract a 

UP. In the second session, participants worked again 

individually and filtered duplicate problems, i.e. from the 

two users. Again, they were asked to rate the problems’ 

severity and their own confidence in their decision 

regarding filtering. In one week’s time the participants were 

asked to return and work in pairs to merge the UPs across 

two users. UPs are only filtered or merged within tasks, and 

not between tasks. Once again, the participants were asked 

to re-rate the severity and their confidence in their decision 

to merge, discard or retain problems. The within-subject 

design was chosen to best match the way evaluators work, 

i.e. first extracting problems alone and then pairing with 

another evaluator to merge problems.  

Research Model 

In this study, the process of UP extraction and merging has 

three steps: Problem extraction (PE), Individual Filtering 

(IF) and Collaborative Merging (CM). Besides the textual 

description of a UP, each problem extracted is characterized 

by four variables: Severity of the problem, participant’s 

Confidence in his/her decision, Criteria for a problem and 

the problem’s Fate during filtering or merging. The first 

three variables have already been described. The variable 

Fate describes whether an evaluator decides to retain a 

problem, discard it or merge it with one or more other 

problems. Furthermore, the variables SeverityChange and 

ConfidenceChange take on the values DEC, SAME and 

INC denoting that, from problem extraction until after 

filtering or merging, severity of a problem or a participant’s 

confidence in his or her decision has decreased, stayed the 

same or increased.  

RESULTS  

Problem extraction  

Eight participants extracted 71 problems. Over half of the 

problems were rated severe (54%), a quarter moderate 

(25%) and one fifth was rated minor (20%). Participants felt 

they were confident (high, very high) in their rating for less 

than half of the problems (44%), medium confident for 24% 

of the problems and less confident (low, very low) for 33% 

of the problems.  

After problem extraction, we were interested in seeing if 

there was a relation between participants’ confidence and 

problem severity. Since the variables Confidence and 

Severity are ordinal we could compute Spearman’s 

correlation (ρ=.483, p=.000***, N=71). The results showed 

that there was a significant correlation between Confidence 

and Severity. This means that high severity was rated with 

high confidence and low severity tended to be rated with 

low confidence.  

Changes in Severity and Confidence 

From Problem Extraction to Individual Filtering 

Participants did not change their rating of severity 

significantly after individual filtering (ρ=.529, p=.077, 

N=12), but changed their confidence significantly at the .05 

level (ρ=.600, p=.039, N=12). Correlations between 

changes in both variables were insignificant (Table 1, (IF)). 

Examining the relationship between severity and 

confidence again, the results showed that the correlation 

found after individual filtering was similar after problem 

extraction, with Spearman’s ρ=.423, N=68 and p=.000***.  

Table 1 Comparing changes: individual filtering vs. 

collaborative merging of merged problems only 

 Sev-

erity 

(IF) 

Sev-

erity 

(CM) 

Confidence 

(IF) 

Confidence 

(CM) 

DEC 25% 14% 17% 2% 

SAME 75% 70% 58% 42% 

INC 0% 16% 25% 56% 

From Problem Extraction to Collaborative Merging 

For collaborative merging, evaluators rated their confidence 

in the merged UPs. We were interested in seeing if there 

were differences in severity and confidence between 

problem extraction and collaborative merging. For this 

analysis we used a K related Friedman test, a non-

parametric alternative to repeated measure ANOVA (Table 

2). Only merged UPs were considered. The results showed 

that confidence increased significantly as a result of 

collaborative merging but not severity. While participants 

assessed confidence again after the collaborative filtering, 

severity was computed from the averaged severity of the 

original to-be-merged UPs. 

Table 2 Change in characteristics from problem 

extraction to collaborative merging 

 Mean 

Rank 

PE 

Mean 

Rank 

CM  

Fried-

man’s 

Q 

N p 

Severity 1.49 1.51   .040 43   .841 

Con-

fidence 

1.23 1.77 22.154 44 .000*** 



Comparing Individual Filtering with Collaborative Merging  

 In the two previous subsections we looked at changes in 

severity and confidence between problem extraction and to 

individual filtering and collaborative merging. Statistical 

analysis using Fisher exact test showed that the increase or 

decrease in severity or confidence were not significant with 

respect to the two settings, individual and collaborative. For 

severity the Fisher exact test gave p=.110, N=55 and for 

confidence it gave p=.073, N=55. Table 1 shows the 

comparison between the two activities: individual filtering 

and collaborative merging with respect to relative changes 

in each of severity and confidence.  

Characteristics that Influence the Fate of a Problem 

So far, we have looked at how severity and confidence 

change after individual filtering and collaborative merging. 

These results are useful for learning about the difference 

between individual filtering and collaborative merging. In 

addition, it would be valuable to know if characteristics of 

problems could predict participants’ decisions to discard, 

retain or merge problems. We built a generalized linear 

mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 

Approximation) to see how severity, confidence and the 

two settings (individual, collaborative) could predict the 

fate of a problem. Random effects are UP and Participant 

ID. Fixed effects were Group (individual, collaborative), 

Severity (minor, moderate, sever) and Confidence (very 

low, low, moderate, high, very high), all categorical 

variables (factors). The response variable was Fate 

(discarded, merged, retained). We ran the analysis in two 

parts. First Discarded vs. Retained and then Merged vs. 

Retained. A binomial (logit) distribution was used. The 

computations were done in R, using the lme4 package [2].  

The only characteristic that could significantly predict 

Retained vs. Discarded problems was Group, where 

problems in the collaborative setting were less likely to be 

retained than in the individual setting (OR .10; 95% CI .02-

.52), N=80 (see Table 3). We used Likelihood Ratio test to 

test significance between models. Comparing a model with 

the Group as predictor with the null model (no predictors) 

we found that the Group attribute (individual or 

collaborative) did affect the fate of the UP (χ2 = 8.83, 

p=.00296**). The BICs (Bayesian Information Criterion) 

for the two models were 147.3 vs. 185.14 for the null 

model.  

Table 3 Group as a predictor for  Retained vs. 

Discarded 

Fixed effects OR (95% CI) 

Intercept 28.00 (6.83, 114.737) *** 

Group  

   Individual  1.00 (referent) 

   Collaborative  .10 (.02, .52) *** 

*** p < .001  

Similarly, the only characteristic that could significantly 

predict Retained vs. Merged problems was Group, where 

problems in the collaborative setting were less likely to be 

retained than in the individual setting (OR .07; 95% CI .03-

.18), N=128 (see Table 4). In this model we dropped the 

random effect of UP since the model did not converge 

because of singularity. We used Likelihood Ratio test to test 

significance between models. Comparing the model with 

the Group as predictor with the null model (no predictor) 

we found that the Group attribute (individual or 

collaborative) did affect the fate of the UP (χ2 = 42.87, 

p=0***). The BICs (Bayesian Information Criterion) for the 

two models were 60.71 vs. 65.16 for the null model.  

Table 4 Group as a predictor for  Retained vs. Merged  

Fixed effects OR (95% CI) 

Intercept 4.86 (2.41, 9.81) *** 

Group  

   Individual  1.00 (referent) 

   Collaborative  .07 (.03, .18) *** 

*** p < .001  

We ran models with all variables simultaneously as 

predictors and subsets thereof, e.g. Group, Severity and 

Confidence. We opted for using multinomial logistic 

regressions without any random effects. Significance was 

measured using a Wald test. Neither severity nor 

confidence alone had a significant effect on the fate of a 

UP. We examined the odds ratio between moderate and 

severe UPs vs. minor ones. The results showed that 

compared to minor UPs, moderate ones had almost the 

same odds to be merged vs. retained  (OR .91, 95% CI .34-

2.44, p=.85) but severe UPs had less odds to be merged 

(OR .49, 95% CI .16-1.55, p=.23).  

None of the conditions of Confidence (five levels) were 

significantly different for either Merged or Discarded vs. 

Retained. Figure 1 shows the results of analysing effects 

(probabilities) and confidence intervals of Confidence on 

the Fate of a problem. Since no UPs are discarded and of 

confidence in the fourth category (Confidence=high, level 

4) the confidence interval becomes very high. For high 

confidence (level 4) the UPs are less likely to be merged 

than retained (OR .024, CI .05-1.07, p=.06).  

We ran a multinomial logistics regression model between 

the interaction of Group and Severity. The results showed a 

significant model for Group interacting with Severity 

predicting the Fate of the problem (χ2=11.375, p=.02). 

Figure 2 shows the effects (probabilities and confidence 

intervals).  As an example, UPs with minor severity have a 

higher probability to be merged in the collaborative setting 

than in the individual setting. One would expect that 

evaluators would retain severe UPs over minor ones. The 

merged problems in the individual setting break this 

pattern.  



 

Figure 1 Effect of Confidence on Discarded, Merged or 

Retained 

 

Figure 2 Effects of Interaction of Group and Severity 

In the individual setting minor UPs have lower probabilities 

of being merged than the moderate ones, but in the 

collaborative setting, they follow the expected pattern and 

have a higher probability of being merged than the 

moderate ones. In the collaborative setting severe UPs have 

a lower probability of being retained than moderate ones.   

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

 Here we summarize answers to the research questions 

posed earlier: 

R1: Do evaluators filter or merge more problems in a 

collaborative setting than when working individually?  

Evaluators tended to merge and discard more problems in 

the collaborative setting compared to retaining them in the 

individual setting. Comparing the results to [14] we see 

similar trends except in their case there was not a tendency 

to discard more problems in the collaborative setting.  

The settings, individual vs. collaborative could significantly 

predict the fate of the problem.  

R2: Do evaluator raise confidence in their decisions or 

increase severity in a collaborative setting compared to 

when working individually? 

Analysis showed that there were no significant differences 

between changes in confidence or severity between the two 

settings individual or collaborative.  

Evaluators increased their confidence considerably in the 

collaborative setting but changes in severity were 

insignificant. The changes in confidence after individual 

filtering were significant but insignificant for severity. 

Evaluators had a tendency to decrease severity of problems 

and lowered or raised confidence of some decisions in the 

individual setting. Whereas in this study there seems 

different patterns between individual and collaborative 

settings, in Law and Hvannberg [14] evaluators showed 

similar patterns in collaborative merging vs. individual 

filtering, i.e. that of increasing confidence and severity.  

R3: Are there relationships between severity and 

confidence of a problem before and after problem 

consolidation? 

Severity had a moderate effect on confidence before and 

after individual filtering, meaning that low severity tends to 

imply low confidence and high severity high confidence. 

Same results were found in [14]. 

R4: Can severity or confidence predict whether a problem 

is merged, discarded or retained?  

Neither severity nor confidence alone could significantly 

predict discarded problems over retained. Group and 

Severity together could significantly predict the fate of a 

problem. However, more research is needed to see if these 

results are stable or if more data or predictors need to be 

collected.  

The main limitations of this study were the number of 

participants and their novice background. However, we 

have replicated another study [14] and novices are seen as 

important evaluators in usability evaluation [4]. 

CONCLUSION 

This study has contributed to the question whether it is 

worth spending the additional resources on consolidating 

usability problems. In agreement with previous work, the 

study has shown that during collaboration many problems 

may be aggregated together, making individual problems 

invisible to designers during redesign. Further studies are 

needed to study whether this has a negative downstream 

effect or the positive effect of simplifying the results to 

designers.  

Another result of this study is that evaluators working 

together did not excessively discard problems. If 



collaborating evaluators increase the severity of problems 

as was the case in this study, it may give problems 

undeservedly higher priority during redesign.  

That evaluators raised confidence when working in pairs 

may indicate that the scheme could be a way for training 

novices, regardless of their HCI skills. This contribution 

may synergize well with recent research that suggests that it 

may be resource efficient to have others than HCI experts 

perform usability evaluation [4]. Working individually and 

then in pairs during training may encourage novice 

evaluators to reflect on their behavior and make them more 

conscious that they might treat UPs differently in the two 

settings. 
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